
EPIC MultiGrip 
Collection 2” and 2.5”

Combination of natural boar and nylon 
bristle clusters for superior tension. For a 
sleek and smooth blowout.

EPIC Helix Graphite  
Round Brush 2.5” and  3”

The wide bristle spacing and signature helix spiral 
bristle pattern allows hair to glide through the 
brush for smooth,  effortless styling.

  

  

  

  

Core
Redesigned by stylists and for 
stylists, these ergonomically 
crafted brushes will arm hair 
professionals for every step of 
their styling needs from detangling and 
drying to styling and care.

Detangle
Pro Backbar 
Detangler

AquaVent™ design 
allows for fast water 
drainage and easy 
cleanup.

Pro Paddle 
Detangler

Minimizes pain and 
protects against split 
ends and breakage.

Pro Detangling 
Comb

WaveTooth™ design 
distributes hair evenly 
across teeth for effortless 
detangling.

Care Style
Pro 
Shine Enhancer 

Natural boar bristles 
naturally remove 
impurities, reduce frizz 
& distribute hair’s 
natural oils for a shiny 
& smooth finish. 

High Performance 
Blowout Paddle 

Convex shape, ceramic 
plate, edgeless bristle 
design, and soft-touch 
handle provide ease of 
blow-drying,

Dry
Pro 
Flex Dry ®

HeatFlex® bristles 
allow for easy detangling 
while blow-drying or 
heat styling.

Pro 
Paddle Flex 

Flexible & heat-resistant 
HeatFlex® bristles with 
open-vented design 
for faster drying. 

Pro 
Detangler

Exclusive ultra-soft 
IntelliFlex® bristles 
glide through tangles 
on all hair types 
with ease. 

Custom 
Care
The Custom Care Collection includes 
an array of products that meet the 
uniquely specific needs of different 
hair types. Discover brushes, combs 
and tools that make styling to your 
clients’ needs easier.

Go 
GREEN 
We’ve revolutionized the hair 
experience with industry-first 
products that combine innovative 
technology and plant based plastics 
with out-of-the-box thinking.

Paddle 
Detangler

Lets you brush with 
less force so you can 
detangle with less 
damage to your hair.

Thick Hair Paddle 
Detangler

Larger paddle and 
unique bristle pattern 
allow you to easily brush 
through thick, coarse, 
curly, and long hair.

Speed 
Dry 

Vented design 
removes excess 
moisture and speeds 
drying time.

Palm 
Detangler 

Unique shape was 
designed to fit 
comfortably in your 
palm. 

Scalp First 
Exfoliator 

Thin bristles scrub 
and exfoliate while 
the larger bristles 
help massage.

Detangler

Exclusive ultra-soft 
IntelliFlex® bristles 
glide through tangles 
on all hair types with 
ease.

Mini 
Detangler  

Small size for 
convenient storage.

Treatment 
Comb  

Combs through 
conditioner and hair 
masks for thorough 
and even coverage.

Go Green 
Curl Detangler  

The brush fingers and 
bristles adjust to different 
curl types and textures to 
allow ultimate flexibility 
when detangling.

Pro Thin Hair Brush 

Bristle density 
designed to bend 
for gentle styling to 
minimize hair fall.

Pro Thick Hair 
Detangler  

Exclusive, ultra-soft 
IntelliFlex® bristles in 
unique cluster pattern 
glide through tangles on 
thick hair with ease.

Pro Smoothing 
Brush 

Synthetic boar 
blended bristles 
provide added tension 
for a super-sleek finish 
with no damage. 

Pro Thin Hair 
Detangler 

Specifically designed 
to detangle fine or 
thinning hair, the 
unique dispersed 
bristle design that 
puts less stress on 
delicate strands.

Pro Treatment 
Brush 

Evenly distribute 
treatments across 
strands with ease 
and comfort while 
AquaVent™ Technology 
allows for easy lean-up.

Customizable 
Curl Detangler 

Each bristle row 
can be removed to 
customize brush for 
your unique hair needs.

Jumbo 
Rake Comb 

Smooth no-scratch 
teeth reach straight 
to scalp & gently 
detangle to help 
reduce hair shed.  

Clips  

Slight curve 
conforms to the 
shape of the head.

4 in 1 
Edge Styler 

This innovative edge styler features an extra 
fine tooth comb to tame flyaways, a wider 
tooth comb to detangle fringe, and a section 
pick for parting and styling.

EPIC Quick Dry 
Black

Vented design allows for 
faster airflow, speeding 
drying time.

Go Green 
Treatment & Shine 

Intelliflex® bristles 
gently detangle while 
synthetic boar bristles 
distribute your natural 
oils through strands.

Epic
EPIC™ isn’t just a name… it’s an 
acronym for the line’s key attributes: 
Exclusive, Professional, Inspired, 
Creative. Every product in the EPIC™ 
line is designed to exceed the needs of 
the most demanding professionals.

EPIC Deluxe 
 Detangler 
 - Black

An elevated take on our 
revolutionary brush that 
glides through tangles with 
less breakage or pain.

EPIC Teasing 
Brush

Kinder, gentler, teasing 
brush features exclusive 
IntelliFlex® bristles.  For 
volume and lift. 

EPIC Teasing 
Comb

Ideal for teasing and 
detailed touch-ups.


